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PEMS - Portable Emission Measurement System

Taking the lead with mobile 
emission measurement

Success is 
in the 

air



Vehicles and machines are warming up the climate and exhaust fumes are polluting 

the air in our cities. So how can we reduce emissions and develop low-emission 

engines? How can we measure environmental pollution reliably, evaluate the suc-

cess of traffic policy and promote environmentally-friendly vehicles? 

The Industry, legislative and environmental authorities, and other relevant bodies 

need reliable and realistic data for their decision-making. This data is provided by 

PEMS, a mobile emission measurement system. TÜV NORD has worked inten-

sively on this procedure since 2004 and has been the motive force behind the 

development of guidelines. Clever thinking, smart practice. 

PEMS - Portable Emission Measurement System

A good nose for a  

        clean environment

TÜV NORD Mobility:  
Your partner in ideas

n  Advice and support for en-
gine, vehicle and machine 
manufacturers. 

n  Assistance with research 
and development. 

n  Support with field tests for 
environmental authorities.

n  Reference measurement 
during production. 

n  Repeat measurements 
based on set intervals. 

n  Fast and flexible on-site 
measurement, worldwide.



Er-
folg

Future-oriented 

  experience
As advisers, problem-solvers and engineering partners, we have deca-

des of relevant experience in  European exhaust standards. Yet the legis-

lator is not the only one demanding sustainable thinking: in highly-com-

petitive markets, environmentally-friendly drives are in the fast lane and 

environmental certificates give a leading edge to TÜV NORD’s image.

Your programme for suc-
cess

We support you beyond the 
legally-required PEMS mea-
surements with scientific and 
development-specific ques-
tions. All data is thoroughly 
evaluated and formulated 
ensuring you follow a future-
proof path: 

n  Determination of exhaust 
gas emissions (NOx, NO, 
NO², CO, HC, particulate 
matter) in everyday use. 

n  Reports on fuel consump-
tion and CO² emission. 

n  Separate torque measure-
ments using DMS and 
GPS-based data.

n  Cycle development based 
on real data. 

n  Data analysis with EM-
ROAD®. 

n  Turn-key tests according to 
customer requirements. 

n  Comprehensive analysis 
that includes noise emis-
sion measurement. 

n  Advice concerning requisi-
te engine technology and 
exhaust treatment. 

n  Data generation for emis-
sion consideration. 

n  Customized results inclu-
ding GIS-shapes. 

Committed to  
cleaner air  
since 2004

2004

From its inception, TÜV NORD 
has been involved in the deve-
lopment of PEMS. EURO III, the 
first PEMS project commissioned 
by the German Federal Highway 
Research Institute, examined 
various commercial vehicles. 

2005-2008

Co-operation commenced with 
LANUV NRW: “City bus emis-
sions “, diesel and natural gas 
drive (EURO III to EEV).

2006-2007

In association with the Federal 
Environment Agency: Measure-
ment of several commercial 
vehicles with PEMS. 

2008-2010

Collaboration with the Federal 
Ministry for Transport, Building 
and Urban Affairs: retrofitting of 
inland waterway vessels with 
particle filters. 

2009 

Measurement of articulated 
buses with retrofit exhausts 
(Stuttgart). 

2010-2011

PEMS-Project in Stuttgart for 
LUBW Baden-Württemberg: 
Measurement of exhaust emissi-
on for passenger cars

Project with the Federal Ministry 
for Transport, Building and 
Urban Affairs: hybrid buses 
compared with conventional 
buses in the VRR. Measurement 
of emissions and energy flows.

2012

Retrofitting of exhaust filters on 
the Rhine passenger vessel “Jan 
von Werth“. 

2012-2013

In-situ compliance for Sweden: 
PEMS measurements in passen-
ger cars. 

2013-2016

“Extended research on energy-
efficient city buses“, a project 
for the Federal Ministry for 
Transport, Building and Urban 
Affairs.

We’re here for you



Commercial vehicles 

Practice makes Perfect
       With commercial vehicles, too. 

As of January 2013, mobile emission measurements for heavy commercial  

vehicles are a requirement. New test cycles, emission elements and evidence 

under real operational conditions do not only represent a challenge for the engine 

manufacturers - they are a chance to prioritise an economically-viable alternative. 

Only those who meet and exceed the requirements of the legislator will win the 

race for the future. To compete, share our know-how and the research compe-

tence of our experts. 

Reference projects

n  EURO IV and EURO V 
heavy commercial vehicles 
among others were tested 
in situ via a project in com-
bination with the Federal 
Environment Agency. 

n  The results data are 
reflected, for example, in 
the handbook, “Emission 
Factors for Road Transport 
(HBEFA).” 



Local public transport 

In the heavily-polluted cities, where quality air is thin on the ground, more and 

more environmentally-friendly local public transport projects are in the pipeline. 

To what extent do hybrid buses offer advantages over conventional buses? What 

influence does the local public transport system have on Environmental Zones? 

Experts at TÜV NORD test and compare exhaust emissions and options for drive 

systems and models; not in the board-room, but at street level, rush hour inclu-

sive. This is the only way to obtain reliable data; the only way for you to decide 

about between different drive systems, operational strategies and retrofitting 

options. Benefit from our tried-and-tested experience.  

The welcome arrival 
         of green city buses? 

Reference projects 

n  Hybrid buses compared 
with conventional buses: a 
research project for the Fe-
deral Ministry for Transport, 
Building and Urban Affairs. 

n  Projects together with 
LANUV, North-Rhine West-
phalia. 

n  SSB Stuttgart.

n  Municipal Transport Servi-
ces Tübingen. 

n  BVG in Berlin. 



Non-Road vehicles and machines

For the future, the EU Commission is planning to check vehicles and machi-

nes regularly in everyday use throughout their entire service life. European re-

gulation was inspired by TÜV NORD.  Mobile devices and off-road machines 

form a vast field. Construction equipment and agricultural machinery are put 

to test. We assist German Railways in obtaining efficient exhaust emission 

systems for railcars. Traffic on our canals and waterways is polluting the air, 

too. Cities located on rivers are suffering from ships’ emissions. We check 

how much emissions can be reduced by retrofitting existing engines with 

soot filters and other after-treatment systems.
Reference projects 

n  Retrofitting of ship’s engine 
of the MS “Jan von Werth“ 
with a combination of soot 
filter and SCR catalyst. 

Categories: City, country, river  



Passenger cars 

When will we have PEMS for passenger cars? The EU Commission is  

currently discussing whether everyday exhaust emissions should form part  

of the homologation procedure together with the type approval chassis dyno 

test.

With its expertise, TÜV NORD has a leading edge in this field. Our tests have 

revealed that emissions can be higher in practice than at the test stand. Car 

manufacturers have a major interest in this sphere.

Reference projects 

n  In 2010, LUBW in Baden 
Württemberg commissi-
oned TÜV NORD to deter-
mine the actual emissions 
of three diesel vehicles on 
different routes all across 
Stuttgart. 

n  Since 2012 TÜV NORD 
has carried out a follow-up 
of in-situ compliance in 
Sweden. Different passen-
ger car types are being 
measured with PEMS 
technology on the road. 

Increased environmental awareness  
                   in private transport? 



Contact

You can find more information on:  
www.tuev-nord.de/pems
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We are there for you 

Passenger Cars Division
TÜV NORD Mobilität 
IFM - Institut für Fahrzeugtechnik und Mobilität 
Peter Chojnacki 
Adlerstraße 7 
D - 45307 Essen 
Tel.: +49 (0)201 825-4231 
Fax: +49 (0)201 825-4185 
Email: pchojnacki@tuev-nord.de 

Commercial Vehicles and Engines Division
TÜV NORD Mobilität 
IFM - Institut für Fahrzeugtechnik und Mobilität 
Michael Horn 
Adlerstraße 7 
D - 45307 Essen 
Tel.: +49 (0)201 825-4131 
Fax: +49 (0)201 825-4185 
Email: mhorn@tuev-nord.de 


